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DC Support
New comments for application 19/02708/OUT

New comments have been received for application 19/02708/OUT at site address: Bicester Heritage Buckingham
Road Bicester
from Sharon Burston sburston44@gmail.com
Address:
8 Blackburn Walk,Bicester,OX26 4FS
Comment type:
Objection
Comments:
I object to the plans lined out as the airfield should stay as a grass airfield on it with only the buildings staying that
originally were there , the building of a huge hotel is also not needed as Bicester already has hotels and also a few
B&B places that will lose customers if this goes ahead , surely we should be supporting local small business that was
here long before BH turned up especially after COVID-19 . I think a lot of the plans they have are detrimental to the
town the road along Skimmingdish will be overloaded with traffic which is not good considering we have two care
homes at each end what happens if an ambulance is needed and cant get past traffic . Yes they have done the
buildings up and made a good job of it but they have also lost a valuable contribution to future pilots and youngsters
wanting to fly , the comps that were held onsite bought revenue to town as did customers buying gliding
experiences from them by forcing out the Gliding club in an underhanded manner . Another thing that should have
had preference over BH given that it was here for 64 years and should have had a Heritage state of its own .
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